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DLTypes is an easy
way to manage,
catalogue, and
monitor the
numerous registered
file types in Windows.
It has many
advanced features
that make the
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process of creating
and updating files
easier to perform.
With DLTypes, you
can create and
manage filter files to
catalog and manage
your files in Windows.
You can also create
and update file types
and delete file types.
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It offers a fast and
simple search
function that locates
files based on file
type or extension. All
the built-in options
make DLTypes easy
to use and customize
to your needs. If
you're the advanced
home user, this tool
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is going to become
indispensable. It's
even safe, for it
automatically backs
up Registry entries
when deleting
extensions or
changing values. It's
easy to learn and
easy to use. After
selecting the built-in
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options, you have the
ability to easily
create, modify, and
delete file types and
their extensions.
Remember to back
up the Registry
before performing
any of these
changes. You can
also add or delete
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extensions and
modify the default
file associations.
DLTypes offers a fast
scan to locate files
based on file
extension or file type.
After the files are
found, many options
make testing the
associated actions
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easy. You can also
build a favorite icon
list to more quickly
locate icons. For
additional options,
DLTypes has a nice
print function that
includes full color
preview. Print even
more options and
save time as well. It
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supports several file
types including.rar,.zi
p,.exe,.pdf,.txt,
and.doc. It's a great
tool to manage your
file types. It's easy to
learn, easy to use,
and extremely safe.
Great resource: to
visit the official
homepage, Please
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click the below link!
Homepage:
Computers - Basic
Small Business
Accounting 5.0 Basic
Small Business
Accounting is
designed to be a
complete, easy-to-
use, desktop-based
small business
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accounting package.
It offers full-featured
general ledger with
journal entries, many
business... Visual
Basic for Applications
- Reform 1.1 Reform
is a visual
programming
environment, which
allows the creation of
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data driven
application in
Microsoft Excel.
Reform allows to
achieve a quick result
in the domain of
spreadsheet...
Development Tools -
PDFsharp 1.12.3
PDFsharp is a.NET
library that simplifies
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the process of
generating PDF
documents. PDFsharp
is both a PDF printer
and

DLTypes Serial Key [Latest 2022]

DLTypes Free
Download is a
specialized Windows
Registry Explorer
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which offers a quick,
simple, and safe way
to manage,
catalogue, and
monitor the
numerous registered
file types in Windows.
Registration is
needed for this tool
to function properly.
While registration
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with this tool is not
required to use the
standard Registry
Explorer, please be
aware that some of
the uses for this
application may
require that you
register it ( A Back-
Up function allows
you to safely backup
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Registry Values for
files, file extensions,
and file types in case
you accidentally
delete them from the
Registry. The tool
maintains a log of
changes made to the
Registry to quickly
identify if a given file
type has been
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changed or edited in
the past. The
DLTypes Search
function allows you to
search the Registry
for specific file
extensions. The
search results can be
narrowed by typing a
part of the extension
in the search window.
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By default, the
search mode is set
for all file extensions
and you can either
change it to a more
specific match or
clear it and start the
search again.
DLTypes works for all
Windows based
operating systems
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including Windows
XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, and
Windows 8. DLTypes
is not an Explorer
replacement and
should be used for its
intended purpose
only. For complete
and detailed
instructions and
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Frequently Asked
Questions please
refer to Download
DLTypes and read
the license
agreement: Features:
Product Info:
Download the file
below to register this
tool on your
computer. Open
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Registry Editor, right
click on Computer in
the left panel and
click Properties. In
the left window of
Computer Properties
click on the registry
key called HKEY_LOC
AL_MACHINE\Softwar
e\Licensee. On the
right pane (window) a
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screen will open.
Click the button
called Edit and enter
your product key and
press ENTER. 1. File
Type: It has been
programmed to
recognize the
following file types:
.bmp - Bitmap File
.wad - Microsoft
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Windows Directory
File .car - Microsoft
Windows Directory
File .chd - Microsoft
Windows Directory
File .mcd - Microsoft
Windows Directory
File .scr - Screen
Scraper File .bat -
Microsoft Windows
Script File .cpp -
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Microsoft C++ Code
File .c - Microsoft C
Code File .tmu -
Tampermonkey
Extension b7e8fdf5c8
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DLTypes Crack

DLTypes is an
application to quickly
catalogue and
manage the many
registered file types
in Windows. DLTypes
can handle file types
that are found in the
registry (which are
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most file types,
including
filenames/extensions
for executable and
script files and in
older versions even
shortcuts) and
extensions that are
registered by
Microsoft Corporation
(which are mostly file
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types made by other
companies). Some
file types have
multiple extensions,
and the different file
types are identified
by their number in
the registry. If the file
type is not known or
if no registry number
is present, the
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extension is used
instead as a tie-
breaker. Finding the
most recent version
of a file type from
your registry can be
done easily with
DLTypes. DLTypes
can export or import
the data in the
registry, and the file
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sizes for each
extension can be
viewed so you can
evaluate the size of
changes. After the
selection has been
made, modifying the
default icon and
associated actions as
well as adding or
removing file
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extensions can be
easily done. DLTypes
automatically backs
up Registry entries
when deleting
extensions or
changing values and
tracks changes made
to registry. Also
included is a fast
search function to
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find files based on
their extension or file
type. After the files
are found, many
functions are
available to make
testing the
associated actions
easy. Zip backup is
available for file
types. Icons can be
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located or built easily
by using the scan
function. After the
scan, create a
favorite icon list by
browsing and
selecting the icons.
Print functions are
available for all file
types and their
associations. NOTE:
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DLTypes is available
for both 64-bit and
32-bit, and the DX
(DirectX) Version
available in the 64-bit
version. The 32-bit
version contains
more features and
icon designs.
Download DLTypes
DLTypes is a new
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program to catalogue
and manage the
many registered file
types in Windows.
DLTypes can handle
file types that are
found in the registry
(which are most file
types, including
filenames/extensions
for executable and
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script files and in
older versions even
shortcuts) and
extensions that are
registered by
Microsoft Corporation
(which are mostly file
types made by other
companies). Some
file types have
multiple extensions,
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and the different file
types are identified
by their number in
the registry. If the file
type is not known or
if no registry number
is present, the
extension is used
instead as a tie-
breaker. Finding the
most recent version
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of a file type from
your registry can be
done easily with
DLTypes. DLTypes
can export

What's New In DLTypes?

The DLTypes
application was
developed to be a
small tool that offers
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a quick, simple, and
safe way to manage,
catalogue, and
monitor the
numerous registered
file types in Windows.
It should prove to be
indispensable for
system maintenance
and troubleshooting
for the advanced
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home user, and
informative and
educational for the
novice. Features
include: Search for
files based on their
extension or file type
Search for specific
file types Create
favorite list of icon
Manage and
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add/remove file types
Re-register file types
after deletion Detect
invalid entries Add
file types by browsing
and selecting Backs
up Registry entries
when deleting
extensions or
changing values
Tracks changes made
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to registry. Also
backups scheduled
for every 30 days and
each time when an
extension is deleted.
Comprehensive help
available via simple
to use menus and
help. Zip backup
available. Print
functions available
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for all file types.
Manage the Registry
values based on file
extension, file type,
or unregistered files.
Powerful, yet easy to
use, DLTypes offers
features that most
other Windows
applications do not.
The GUI is easy to
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learn, user friendly,
and well
documented. Also,
while the program
requires no install, it
can make registry
changes that can not
be done with a
simple uninstall. File
types are added
easily by browsing in
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the registry for any
file extensions or
browse the registry
for any file types.
New extensions can
be registered by
entering the
extension and file
type. Simple menus
and a detailed help
guide are included to
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make it easy to
perform the actions
that can be done with
DLTypes. Description:
The DLTypes
application was
developed to be a
small tool that offers
a quick, simple, and
safe way to manage,
catalogue, and
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monitor the
numerous registered
file types in Windows.
It should prove to be
indispensable for
system maintenance
and troubleshooting
for the advanced
home user, and
informative and
educational for the
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novice. Features
include: Search for
files based on their
extension or file type
Search for specific
file types Create
favorite list of icon
Manage and
add/remove file types
Re-register file types
after deletion Detect
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invalid entries Add
file types by browsing
and selecting Backs
up Registry entries
when deleting
extensions or
changing values
Tracks changes made
to registry. Also
backups scheduled
for every 30 days and
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each time when an
extension is deleted.
Comprehensive help
available
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System Requirements:

Supported Operating
Systems: Windows
XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows
8, Windows 8.1,
Windows Server
2003, Windows
Server 2008,
Windows Server 2008
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R2, Windows Server
2012, Windows
Server 2012 R2 CD-
ROM drive (optional)
1 GB of available
hard disk space 512
MB of RAM Dual-
screen displays or
3-headless monitors
are required
Standard games
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